
September 28th, 2012 

 

re: Request for extension of time to: Answer admissions and interrogs & Request for Extension of time 

for Production 

 

Dear Counsels: 

 

It would seem that you both are already aware that on September 17th, 2012 out of the blue and 

without warning or notice I was ordered mentally evaluated by court. 

 

It is my contention that it was an orchestrated conspiracy by the defendants (DA Morse, LBPD, et al) in 

the Forte vs. Merced County. 

 

You are more than well aware of the case due to the insurance carrier that lines your coffers getting my 

previous counsel in this case Lapcevic to dump me. 

Your clients had been named but not served, then not included as defendants in the Forte v. Merced 

County case. 

With that said, due to my mental competency now legally being in question until after a competency 

trial I am remiss in attempting to provide any answers to legal documents. 

In addition, I submit that I do feel quiet distressed over the matter and do not think it would be good for 

my health/heart to undergo any more stress. 

Therefore, I ask that you stipulate to my request to suspend the request you have made to be fulfilled 

after the competency hearing.  I think that the court should be notified s to how this may affect the 

progress of this case. 

I do not intend on sending any responses out to you today, and I ask that you do not try to take 

advantage of the matter by making a motion of default, etc. 

Also, it very well may be time to attempt to consolidate these cases, or I may request to amend the 

complaint in Fresno to add your clients.  I do believe they were in on it from the start with the LBPD to 

help them conceal the death threats I received from Mayor Jones that DA Morse also covered up. 

Hey, maybe I’m just crazy, and delusional…I certainly don’t think so.  Let’s see what the doctors say. 

I welcome discussion.  Thanks. 

 

Gene Forte 

Attached:  Order from court 


